Be responsible for your own work. Unless stated otherwise in class, you have until the last week of each 9 weeks to make up work during tutoring only. The usual reason that some past students have not passed AP US DC is not because the work is really all that difficult, or even that there’s all that much work required. Rather, most often they just missed classes and never made up the “0s”: they failed to even attempt the assigned tasks.

Take advantage of retesting / re-quizzing opportunities, if you need to. Unless stated otherwise in class, everything except VQs (see “Info About Class” for what acronyms here stand for) may be retaken during tutoring only till the last week of each 9 weeks for a maximum possible grade of “70.” (VQs have extra credit.) LEQs and DBQs are redone at home, in part because it’s not quite the same as retaking a quiz or a test: you have ONLY ONE WEEK from the time I return your first attempt to turn in an LEQ or DBQ redo.